The Rover

It takes a unique breed of professional to endure long commutes, days away from the office or home, and presentations in any environment. Yet, for a rover to thrive in our work-from-anywhere world, they need a set of versatile, portable PC tools that seamlessly complement one another.

LENOVO ROVER SOLUTIONS

**Lenovo USB-C Dual Display Travel Dock**
PN: 40B90000WW / 40B90000US for w/o adapter, 40B90100US / 40B90100xx for with adapter
- Compact and portable with integrated cable
- Supports up to two 4K @ 60Hz displays, powers up to 100W* laptop
- Always-on USB-C port to charge mobile devices

**Lenovo 65W USB-C AC Travel Adapter**
PN: 40AW0065WW
- Wide compatible range from laptops to smartphones
- Includes multi-plug solutions for different regions (US/UK/EU)
- Ultra-portable design, perfect for travel

**Lenovo Wireless VoIP Headset**
PN: 4XD1M80020
- Bluetooth® 5.3 with dual connection
- Microsoft Teams-certified, optimized for other UC platforms
- 3-mic noise suppression for superior call quality

**Lenovo Go Multi-Device Mouse**
PN: 4Y51C21217
- Utility button optimized for Microsoft Teams
- Wireless connectivity, pairs with up to 3 devices
- Blue optical sensor, tracks on most surfaces

**ThinkPad Executive 16-Inch Backpack**
PN: 4X41P80268
- Travel-friendly luggage strap for easy commuting
- RFID blocking pocket for enhanced security
- Consists of GRS-certified recycled materials

**Lenovo Bright Screen Privacy Filter by 3M**
PN*: 4XJ1K79627 / 4XJ1K79631
- Restricts unwanted side-views to just 30 degrees
- Anti-microbial coating for a more hygienic surface

**Lenovo Go USB-C Laptop Power Bank (20000 mAh)**
PN: 4OALLG2WWW
- Quick-charging for 65W laptops
- Simultaneously charges up to 3 devices
- Convenient integrated USB-C cable

For more product information, please visit [http://accsmartfind.lenovo.com](http://accsmartfind.lenovo.com) or reach out to your Lenovo sales rep.

*Please contact your Lenovo Sales Reps for the specific part number to fit your PC/monitor.